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Advanced Technology Group – Storage experts cover a variety of technical topics.

Audience:  Clients who have or are considering acquiring IBM Storage solutions.  Business Partners and IBMers are also welcome.

To automatically receive announcements of upcoming Accelerate with IBM Storage webinars, Clients, Business Partners and IBMers are 
welcome to send an email request to accelerate-join@hursley.ibm.com.

2022 Upcoming Webinars:

September 27 – Accelerate Your SAS Analytics with IBM Hardware and Software

Register HERE or https://ibm.biz/BdPjQf

September 29 - Introduction to IBM Cyber Vault for Z

Register HERE or https://ibm.biz/BdPZ6e

Accelerate with IBM Storage Support Site:
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1125513

Accelerate with IBM Storage Technical Webinar Series

ATG – Storage Media Center Channel:
https://ibm.biz/BdfEgQ

mailto:accelerate-join@hursley.ibm.com
https://ibm.webex.com/ibm/onstage/g.php?MTID=e5161f53096521296b2847bbf9958ec01
https://ibm.biz/BdPjQf
https://ibm.webex.com/ibm/onstage/g.php?MTID=ea4661b75d20fd96c5bfc3de98d9329a3
https://ibm.biz/BdPZ6e
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1125513
https://ibm.biz/BdfEgQ
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ATG-Storage Offerings 

➢ IBM Cloud Object Storage System Workshop
➢ IBM Spectrum Scale and Elastic Storage System
➢ IBM DS8900F Advanced Functions
➢ Improve your Cyber Resiliency with IBM Storage
➢ IBM FlashSystem 9500 Deep Dive & Advanced Functions
➢ IBM Spectrum Virtualize and Storage Insights
➢ IBM Spectrum Fusion

Please reach out to your IBM Rep or Business Partner for future dates and to be nominated. 

➢ North America ATG-Storage ESS & Spectrum Scale GUI, Functionality, PoT
➢ North America ATG-Storage IBM Spectrum Virtualize Test Drive
➢ North America ATG-Storage IBM DS8900F Storage Management Test Drive
➢ North America ATG-Storage Managing Copy Services on the DS8000 Using IBM Copy Services Manager Test Drive
➢ North America ATG-Storage IBM DS8900F Safeguarded Copy (SGC) Test Drive
➢ North America ATG-Storage IBM Cloud Object Storage Test Drive - (Appliance based)
➢ North America ATG-Storage IBM Cloud Object Storage Test Drive - (VMware based) 
➢ North America ATG-Storage Spectrum Protect Live Test Drive 
➢ North America ATG-Storage Spectrum Protect Plus Live Test Drive 
➢ North America ATG-Storage IBM Spectrum Virtualize Safeguarded Copy with IBM Copy Services Manager Test Drive

Please reach out to your IBM Rep or Business Partner for more information. 

*For North America Only*
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Meet the Speakers 

5

Dan Zehnpfennig joined the Advanced Technology Group as a Senior Storage 
Technical Specialist concentrating in Health Care ISV. Dan comes from the 
Business Partner community, where he was a technical storage seller for more 
than 20 years. He has been involved with Spectrum Virtualize products since 
2003, as well as the DS8000 and its precursors. He enjoys helping customers 
get the most out of their storage.

Dan Thompson has been working in IT since he was 18, so please do not 
encourage him to tell one of his “stories” about obscure older technology 
(especially punched cards, impact printers that weigh as much as a Toyota or 
round-reel tape drives about the size of a refrigerator).  His specialty is helping 
customers design data protection solutions to meet their individual needs, 
especially adding enhancements to be more resilient to Cyber-Attacks.  



Ransomware in Health Care

https://www.wired.com/story/costa-

rica-ransomware-conti/

https://www.cisa.gov/stopransomware/conti-ransomware-healthcare-networks
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-187a

North Korean State-

Sponsored Cyber Actors 

Use Maui Ransomware to 

Target the Healthcare and 

Public Health Sector 

Since May 2021, the FBI has 

observed and responded to multiple 

Maui ransomware incidents at HPH 

Sector organizations. North Korean 

state-sponsored cyber actors used 

Maui ransomware in these incidents 

to encrypt servers responsible for 

healthcare services—including 

electronic health records services, 

diagnostics services, imaging 

services, and intranet services. 

FBI Flash - Conti Ransomware 

Attacks Impact Healthcare and 

First Responder Networks

The FBI identified at least 16 Conti 

ransomware attacks targeting US 

healthcare and first responder networks, 

including law enforcement agencies, 

emergency medical services, 9-1-1 

dispatch centers, and municipalities within 

the last year.

Conti's Attack Against Costa 

Rica Sparks a New 

Ransomware Era

June 12, 2022

“The attack had an immediate effect on 

people’s lives. Health care systems went 

offline, and printers spewed out 

garbage.......those seeking medical care 

have faced significant disruptions: 34,677 

appointments have been rescheduled, as 

of June 6. (The figure is 7 percent of total 

appointments; the CCSS says 484,215 

appointments have gone ahead.) Medical 

imaging, pharmacies, testing laboratories, 

and operating theaters are all facing some 

disruption.”
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https://www.cisa.gov/stopransomware/conti-ransomware-healthcare-networks


Ransomware in Health Care
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https://news.sophos.com/en-us/04/27/the-state-of-ransomware-2021

Some countries are under sanctions by the U.S. 

government, so paying ransom to cybercriminals from 

those countries can be a federal offense. In 2020, an 

advisory from the U.S. Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets 

Control (OFAC) served notice about potential fines for all 

those involved in aiding payments to attackers from 

sanctioned countries. Those countries include Russia, 

North Korea and Iran. Firms that offer ransomware 

negotiation services aren’t exempt from this advisory. 

While your organization may not be able to readily 

attribute the attack to a specific group or geography, you 

may still incur fines from the OFAC if you pay a ransom. 

https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/EV6NAQR4

https://news.sophos.com/en-us/04/27/the-state-of-ransomware-2021
https://news.sophos.com/en-us/04/27/the-state-of-ransomware-2021
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/ofac_ransomware_advisory_10012020_1.pdf


White House Recommendations
March 21st 2022 – Letter to Industry
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• Back up your data and ensure you have offline 

backups beyond the reach of malicious actors;

• Run exercises and drill your emergency plans so that 

you are prepared to respond quickly to minimize the 

impact of any attack; Encrypt your data so it cannot 

be used if it is stolen; 

“If you have not already done so, I urge our private sector 

partners to harden your cyber defenses immediately by 

implementing the best practices we have developed together 

over the last year. You have the power, the capacity, and the 

responsibility to strengthen the cybersecurity and resilience of the 

critical services and technologies on which Americans rely.” 

Shields Up: U.S. officials preparing for 

potential Russian cyberattacks

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/03/21/statement-by-president-biden-on-our-nations-cybersecurity/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/03/21/fact-sheet-act-now-to-protect-against-potential-cyberattacks/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-cyberattacks-60-minutes-2022-04-17/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-cyberattacks-60-minutes-2022-04-17/


Cyber resiliency core principles

Detection

Integrated analytics 

that detect workload 

anomalies

Immutability

Capabilities to prevent 

data from being modified 

or deleted

Isolation

Physical and logical 

isolation of systems to 

avoid widespread 

corruption
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Granularity and 

Performance

Faster recovery of data 

with less data loss 

The core principles of cyber resiliency provide additional lines of data defense 

allowing organizations to continue to function with the least amount of disruption in 

the face of a cyber breach



Steps to IBM FlashSystem Cyber Vault

Make immutable 

copies of data

• Safeguarded Copy

• CSM/CDM to 

automate creation

and restore of 

data copies

Test copies of data

• Isolated infrastructure

to test data copies

• Ensure copies are not 

corrupted/infected using 

application tools

• Test infrastructure can 

be logically or physically 

isolated

• Blueprint for testing and 

recovery process

Automate process

• Automation of taking 

copies and testing

• Automation of test & 

restore process
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IBM has key agreements in place with Epic

‒ Consultant Access Agreement – with projects 
active under this new agreement

‒ App Orchard agreement – and already releasing 
Apps under this program

‒ various integration-specific agreements (imaging 
integration, etc)

IBM provides a range of services for Epic clients

‒ master system integrator, application 
management, infrastructure management, etc

‒ application development 11IBM Systems / Epic Workload / January 30, 2020 / © 2020 IBM Corporation

IBM-Epic Relationship 
Overview

• A key area of focus has always been on high performing, 
rock-solid infrastructure

‒ Thorough understanding of each others’ products, 
and what works and doesn’t work.

‒ Deep collaboration in resolution of customer 
issues.

‒ IBM has released product packages to the market 
that are Epic specific (e.g., Healthcare Solution 
Editions)

‒ More than 750 Unique Client Relationships across 
multiple IBM business segments

‒ With Red Hat acquisition 98% of Epic Clients run 
on an IBM platform

IBM and Epic have enjoyed a close technical 
relationship for nearly 20 years

We have cooperated on 
various POC’s and 
announcements for 
leading edge capabilities. 
Examples include 
predictive analytics, NLP, 
and cognitive computing.

We integrate & test a 
variety of products with 
Epic’s software, including 
imaging, content, BI / 
analytics, population 
health, and security 
products.



IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management (SCDM)

• In-place snapshot copy 

data management 

solution

• Provides instant data 

access for multiple 

reuse use cases

- Recovery

- Dev/Ops – Test/Dev

- Analytics

- Reporting

- Automated DR

• Data resilience

• IBM FlashSystem 5X00

• IBM FlashSystem 7X00

• IBM FlashSystem 9X00

• IBM FlashSystem 9X00R

• SAN Volume Controller, 

Spectrum Virtualize & 

Spectrum Virtualize for 

Public Cloud

• NetApp

• Pure Storage

Systems Applications

IRIS



IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management (SCDM)
Complete copy automation

Create copies

Snapshots, copies, 

clones

Track copies

Catalog

Refresh copies

Automated DR and 

dev-test refresh

Use copies

Map LUNS, spin up systems

Transition copies

Test Prod

Test to production

Delete copies

Clean up



Spectrum Copy Data Management 2.2.16 Changes

• Add support for Spectrum Virtualize Safeguarded Copy (SGC 1.0)

• Provides for application consistent SGC for the databases CDM currently supports

• Caché, Oracle, SQL and SAP HANA

• Add support for InterSystems IRIS database

• Integrate with Anomaly scan engine to enable Scan for both Epic Caché and Epic IRIS for 
suspicious activity due to ransomware

• Catalog the scan results to use for reporting and recovery

• Requires Spectrum Virtualize R8.5.1.0



Spectrum Copy Data Management 2.2.17 Changes

• Add support for anomaly scanning of SAP HANA database (in addition to Cache/IRIS)

• Tested with SAP HANA SPS04 and SPS05 on SUSE 12 and SUSE 15 on either Power or Virtual 
with xfs filesystem

• Added support for Federated Anomaly Scan Engine license configurations

• A federation consists of two or more IBM Spectrum Sentinel anomaly scan software systems 
joined together from a licensing perspective

• SCDM performance enhancements for FlashSystem/SVC

• Requires Spectrum Virtualize R8.5.1.0+



Spectrum Copy Data Management 2.2.17 Changes

• SCDM performance enhancements with respect to FlashSystem/SVC storage

• Changed SCDM calls to the FlashSystem/SVC storage to re-use the ssh sessions it creates with 
the FlashSystem/SVC storage

• SCDM Inventory, Backup, Recovery, Scan and Maintenance now run up to 4 times faster 
against busy FlashSystem/SVC storage

• Enhanced SCDM to specify the node (canister) parameter when creating incremental backup or 
recovery volumes

• This fixes the issue where a traffic storm can occur between FlashSystem/SVC nodes (or 
canisters) if the FC and volume are not on the same node (canister) when a FC mapping is 
created between the two



IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management – Useful Links

• IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management - All Requirements Doc

• IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management 2.2.16 Overview – Demo

• IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management Safeguarded copy for 
Spectrum Virtualize – Demo

https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/6586522

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lN4u5GADGps

IBM Spectrum Sentinel Live Solution demo of Ransomware Analysis & Recovery

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eln8gjcClN8

https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/6586522
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lN4u5GADGps
https://mediacenter.ibm.com/media/IBM+Spectrum+Sentinel+Live+Solution+demo+of+Ransomware+Analysis+%26+Recovery/1_8z7ispeb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eln8gjcClN8


IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management - Terminology

• Relevant terminology

• Crash consistency

• A crash-consistent copy is analogous to the state of data at the point at which 
hardware crashed or the power went down. Most database data (e.g. Oracle, Db2, 
SQL, MongoDB, Cassandra) will be safely written to disk, but some will be in transit, 
residing in memory and waiting to be committed. Data from crash-consistent copies 
can be rebuilt.

• Application consistency

• An Application-consistent copy is made after making sure that current database 
application (e.g. Oracle, Db2, SQL, MongoDB, Cassandra) write operations are 
temporarily ceased (paused/quiesced/stunned) and any data in memory is flushed to 
disk. Obviously, application-consistent snapshots and backups are much more 
reliable and don’t require any nail-biting rebuild processes. So, they are suitable for 
even the most sensitive applications and databases. But they come at the price of a 
minor impact to application processing.



IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management - Terminology

• Relevant terminology

• Malware and Ransomware

• Malware refers to all types of malicious programs including viruses, worms, bugs, 
bots, rootkits, spyware, adware, etc.

• Ransomware is an ever-evolving form of malware designed to encrypt files on a 
device, rendering any files and the systems that rely on them unusable. Malicious 
actors then demand ransom in exchange for decryption

• Recovery Time Objective (RTO)

• RTO is the goal your organization sets for the maximum length of time it should take 
to restore normal operations following an outage or data loss

• Recovery Point Objective (RPO)

• RPO is your goal for the maximum amount of data the organization can tolerate 
losing. This is measured in time from the last validated data backup



IBM SCDM / SGC – Protection Workflow

• Protection Workflow pre-work
• Register Spectrum Virtualize Provider
• Register Application Server

• File System, EPIC Caché or IRIS, Oracle, SQL, SAP HANA 

• Register a VMware Provider (for virtual machines)
• Run Inventory

• Protection Workflow setup
1. Define Safeguarded Copy SLA’s
2. Define Schedule
3. Create Backup Jobs (with Scan frequency) 

• Select Source (Application)
• Select SLA (SLA needs to be created prior to this step)
• Save Job 

4. Run Backup ( possibly with Scan) Jobs



Introducing – IBM Spectrum Sentinel 
Automated Cyber Resilience and Recovery 

Recover

Rapid Data Recovery

Safe Recover Point Identification

Protect Isolated & Immutable Snapshots

Verify Automated Anomaly Scanning Engine

Sept 2022 2023+June 2022

IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management Ransomware Detection on EPIC Cache and Iris workloads – Demo

4Q 2022

x86 Power AIX
X86, 

PowerLinux

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhzweLpYK2o


IBM Spectrum Sentinel with FlashSystem 
Integrated Anomaly Detection 

Spectrum Sentinel:

• SCDM orchestrates the creation, management of application-aware Safeguarded copies for the anomaly 
scanning software to detect corruption by malicious code

• Facilitates faster recovery of data from clean copies on primary storage

• An end-to-end, automated anomaly scan detection solution on application data

• Anomaly scan of immutable Safeguarded copies is performed on primary storage and automated recovery 
orchestration

• Targeted for Epic IRIS, Cache and SAP HANA application customers

• These x86 Linux based applications (SAP HANA supported on PowerLinux as well) are scanned for 
corruption and suspicious behavior is detected

• Initial scan can take a significant length of time as it’s a full dbase scan

• Subsequent scans are incremental scans and therefore shorter

• Other applications will be added in future releases

• Customer will need to install both SCDM and Anomaly scan engine as well as register the anomaly 
scanning software to SCDM



Spectrum Sentinel – Why It Matters

• Makes Cyber Resilience easier to manage with Orchestration

• Increased resilience with anomaly detection scanner

• More than 90 of the Global 100 enterprises uses SAP

• Many are now migrating to SAP HANA to enable real-time transactional and 

analytical workloads

• Many consider SAP HANA a business-critical workload – they could not operate 

without it

• They care about being able to quickly recover their SAP HANA data in the event of 

loss due to any internal or external threat



Anomaly Scan Server: Virtual and Physical Considerations

Virtual Scan Server

Scan virtual application servers with using:

• VMDKs

• RDMs

Scan physical applications servers using:

• iSCSI

• Fibre Channel

Physical Scan Server

Only scan physical applications servers using:

• iSCSI 

• Fibre Channel



Spectrum Sentinel anomaly scan engine changes
25

Verified support for SAP HANA ransomware scanning (tested with SAP HANA SPS04 and SPS05 on 

either Power or Virtual with xfs filesystem)

Verified support for Federated Anomaly Scan Engine configurations (license once, add many)

Updated the Sentinel Anomaly Scan Engine documentation to include sections concerning the 

configuration and use of federation

Federation port requirements changed as more ports are needed now for federation

• Following ports should be opened on the Fed Manager and Fed Members: 22, 5432, 7776, 7779, 

7781, 7795, 7799, and 8476

• Documentation has been updated to indicate what these ports are and what they are used for

• https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/spectrum-sentinel

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/spectrum-sentinel


What is Sentinel Anomaly Scan Engine Federation
26

Federation allows for simplified licensing. That’s it. 

• Install and license the first Sentinel Anomaly Scan Engine

• Install additional Sentinel Anomaly Engines and simply join them to the first Anomaly Scan 

Engine’s federation

• Federation consists of one Fed Manager (the original/first server) and N Fed Members. The Fed 

Manager holds the license which is good for itself and for all the Fed Members. The Fed 

Manager also holds the scan indexes for itself and for all the Fed Members.

• Fed Manager must be registered before the Fed Members

• Federation is not an HA solution

• If the Fed Manager goes down, all scanning to it and all the members will either fail or pause 

waiting for the Fed Manager to become available again 

The ransomware scans are directed to the individual Sentinel Anomaly Scan engines as before 

irrespective of whether they are fed managers or fed members. 



Spectrum Sentinel Anomaly Scan Engine

• Requirements 

• See Spectrum Sentinel Installation and User’s Guide for x86 Server (CPU, Memory, OS), Port usage and 

Storage requirements

– https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/spectrum-sentinel

• How it works

• Automated Anomaly scan engine to help find data corruption when an attack occurs

• Provides full content indexing and uses machine learning (ML) to analyze over 200 content-based 

statistics, detect signs of corruption due to ransomware and file structure is valid

• Understands how data is changed

• Inspects inside files and databases for metadata and content changes, not just thresholds or file 

extension checks

• Finds corruption with up to 99.5% confidence

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/spectrum-sentinel


Spectrum Sentinel Analytics

• Full content analytics provide comprehensive 

insight into data

• Compares snapshots over time to detect 

unusual patterns due to a cyber attack

• 200+ analytics that are indicative of corruption 

due to a ransomware attack

• The only cyber analytics solution that inspects 

file metadata and content

• Machine learning models that have been 

trained on thousands of variants

• 99.5% confident in detecting corruption



Spectrum Sentinel - Analytics for Databases

Note: for databases not listed on the support matrix, the file level analytics are utilized including typing the file and 

metadata analysis. Also comparing overall database entropy and similarity versus previous observations. 

Hundreds of analytics

to detect corruption

Some examples 

are included here

Metadata:

Types the file and validates 
the extension

SAP HANA, Epic Cache and 
Iris, etc. (refer to support 

matrix)

Integrity:

Validates structure based on 
the type of database

Validates page signatures in 
the allocation map; validates 

header; and more

Content:

Validates page headers. 
Identifies pages found 
corrupted/encrypted

Compares page entropy, 
similarity and signatures vs 

previous version



IBM Spectrum Sentinel Workflow

• Protection Workflow
• Register a Spectrum Virtualize Provider
• Register Application Server

• EPIC Caché, IRIS or SAP HANA
• Register a VMware Provider
• Register Anomaly Scan Engine Server
• Run Inventory
• Define Safeguarded Copy SLA’s and Safeguarded Copy + Scan SLA’s
• Create Backup (with Scan) Jobs

• Select Source (Application)
• Select SLA (SLA needs to be created prior to this step)
• Save Job 

• Run Backup (with Scan) Jobs

• Recovery workflow when ransomware is detected
• Customer needs to contact IBM support to validate infection (i.e., not false positive)
• If infection confirmed

• Customer needs to engage their internal IT and Security team to cleanup OS images and infected environment. 
Customer can also choose to hire IBM Security Incident Response Team to assist with this

• Once App OS Images and environment cleaned up, client runs SCDM recovery to recover the application data to the 
latest snapshot before infection

• Customer needs to use the data scanning UI to clear the infection alert once the infection is cleaned up
• The data scanning server solution (and SCDM) is designed to continue reporting infection for a scan job until the 

infection alert is cleared 



IBM Spectrum Sentinel workflow reminders

• Safeguarded Copy is supported with FlashSystem/SVC Safeguarded Copy 1.0 

• SCDM does not yet support SGC in a Spectrum Virtualize HyperSwap configuration

• Ransomware Scanning 

• Anomaly scan is done during the Cache, IRIS, and SAP HANA application backup workflows

• Recommend to specify one application server per backup job when scanning enabled to make it easy to 

identify which application server is the infected one if ransomware was found

• Recovery using scanned backups is available via the Cache, IRIS, and SAP HANA application recoveries, 

via the FileSystem and SVC Storage recoveries 

• Best to deploy the Security Scan Server (Sentinel Anomaly Scan Engine) within a VM to support scanning 

both physical and virtual application server snapshots

• Once corruption is detected, IBM Support, Anomaly Scan Engine Support, as well as the appropriate 

Security team (client or IBM) need to be engaged to verify and remove the infection from the application 

server OS. SCDM only recovers the application data (databases). The Sentinel Anomaly Scan Engine UI 

will have to be accessed to clear the alert for the detected ransomware once the infection is cleaned up

31



IBM Spectrum Protect and Spectrum Sentinel  

• SCDM provides an application consistent point in time SGC of the SAP HANA logs and database at the same time

• The anomaly scan engine of Spectrum Sentinel then analyses the SAP HANA database and logs and updates SCDM 
on the status of the scan

• In the event a restore of SAP HANA is required, SCDM supports two types of restore jobs:

• Instant database restore

• Restores an immediately usable database and will be recovered as part of the restore operation. The database will 
contain the data as of the time when the SGC was created and deemed clean by the anomaly scan engine. The 
advantage is that the database can be used right after the restore is completed but no further logs can be applied

• Instant disk restore

• Restores a SGC without running a recovery operation. The restored volumes can then be used to run an SAP HANA 
database recovery that restores and applies redo logs in order to recover the database to a specific point in time. If you 
are utilizing IBM Spectrum Protect Data Protection for SAP HANA, it provides you the ability to use SAP HANA Studio to 
restore the log files created in-between the SGC copies and combine them with your last Spectrum Sentinel validated 
copy and roll forward logs to minimize lost transactions

• SAP HANA log protection considerations

• If Spectrum Protect Data Protection for SAP HANA is being used to continually backup the logs, IBM recommends these redo logs also 
be scanned for corruption with Predatar to avoid the possibility of re-introducing ransomware if the proactive anomaly scan isn’t 
performed

• https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/system/files/inline-files/Protect_HANA_with_CDM_and_SP_ERP.pdf

32
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Cyber Vault Workflow with IBM Spectrum Sentinel

Production 

Data

06:00

09:00

12:00

15:00

18:00

Safeguarded 

Copy

✅

Proactive 

monitoring

Attack 

detected

1

3

4

1. Safeguarded immutable 

copies created throughout 

the day

2. Cyber Vault (Spectrum 

Sentinel) checks copies for 

corruption as they are 

created (or specify doing 

the check every x copies)

3. Attack and/or corruption 

detected by anomaly scan 

engine software 

4. Clean copy known for 

fastest recovery

✅

Cyber Vault

2



End-to-End Data Resilience Continuity

Application (Cache, IRIS, SAP HANA)

Volume 

Group

IBM FlashSystem

Safeguarded 

Copy 

snapshots

Recovery 

Volumes 

from SGC

Orchestration software 

running on a host server

Application server running on a 

set of FlashSystem volumes

IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management

Quiesce/unmount the 

XFS filesystem to get a 

consistent snapshot

1

SGC

Return 

dbase to 

normal 

R/W 

mode

2

3
Create copy of SGC (recovery 

volumes) and mount them on 

anomaly scan engine server 

Anomaly scan engine

NTFS/XFS Filesystem

4

Orchestration software 

notifies Anomaly scan 

engine to scan volume

5

Anomaly scan engine 

analyzes volume and perform 

analyticsAnomaly scan engine reports 

result of backup scan to 

orchestration software

6

IBM FlashSystem with Anomaly Scanning and Orchestration Software (CDM) view 

Results: 

Back to operational

with

Minimal downtime impact

7



IBM Spectrum Sentinel - Backup Workflow

Workflow when application protection job runs:

• The Job definition is loaded which includes source selection and SLA

• Validate and make sure that Application data resides on Safeguarded volume groups that are part of SLA

• Fail the job if volume groups as not part of the SLA

• Application is quiesced by SCDM

• Application volumes in Safeguarded Volume Group(s) are snapshotted. Retention is specified as part of snapshot 
operation

• Note: Consistency Groups are leveraged to take the snapshots and they can contain volumes that cross 
multiple Safeguarded Volume Groups

• Backup is marked as complete, and application returned to normal R/W mode. Subsequent Anomaly scan engine 
scans will update snapshot status with scan results and fail the backup job if suspicious activity due to ransomware 
is detected

• Backup Jobs with scanning should be defined to include only one application server instance. This will allow users 
to clearly identify where a ransomware infection occurs. If multiple app server instances are included within the 
same job, the job will give a warning because if ransomware is detected, the user will know that one of the many 
instances is infected but not which one without using the data scanning engine UI to run reports



IBM Spectrum Sentinel - Anomaly scan workflow

Anomaly scan task that is executed after backup/snapshot:

• Load Job definition to identify the data scan Server for Scan

• Run the instant mount restore code to mount to the Anomaly scan engine Server

• The above step involves identifying the instance to mount

• Creating a Recovery Volume copy of the SGC volume(s)

• Generate a unique name for mount and this name is used for any subsequent mounts for the 
same server so that initial scans are full scans and subsequent scans are incremental scans

• Mount volume(s) to the server

• Run Anomaly scan engine using REST API commands from SCDM server

• Dynamically poll for Anomaly scan engine results and update job session status

• Update the job log of the protection job to indicate the progress / summary of the scan

• Once scan is completed unmount the image from data scan Server and update the backup 
snapshot status with the scan results. Fail the backup job if suspicious activity due to 
ransomware is detected



IBM Spectrum Sentinel - Recovery Workflow

Recovery Workflow
• Application OS recovery 

• IBM Support and Security personal (customer or IBM) will be involved to verify infection (i.e., not false 
positive) as well as cleanup and/or re-image the application server OS prior to using SCDM to perform the 
application data recovery 

• Application Data recovery using SCDM
• Select Source (Application/FileSystem/Storage) 

• Note: the Application backup does the scan and updates App/FileSystem/Storage recovery points

• Select Backup Instance to restore
• User can choose latest clean scanned snapshot

• Select Target
• Save and Run Job 
• Recovery uses volume parent pool when creating snapshot volumes from Safeguarded snapshots so that 

they are writeable and do not impact the original snapshot 

• Selecting protection Instance to restore 

• User has ability to view and select good copy for restore

• Automate the selection of good copy for restore

• Use latest clean scanned version



User Experience – Recovery 

Restore 

• User selects a recovery point to restore from. Can also specify “Use latest successful scan”

• The recovery point will visually indicate the scan status and whether it is Safeguarded

Column to indicate Scan 

status



Spectrum Virtualize Safeguarded Copy - Orchestration

IBM FlashSystem Safeguarded Copy feature provides options for our customers to leverage the 

Orchestration tool that meets their requirements

Provides 

• Application consistent copies (as of 

R6.3.2) or 

• Crash consistent copies

• Database independent

• Support and integration for IBM i and Z

CSM be a good choice when:

• Use same CSM for DS8000 and Spectrum 

Virtualize for SGC / Replication

• Driven by Storage Admin vs App Admin

• Multiple Spectrum Virtualize 

/FlashSystems and CSM is common 

management tool

• Dual Control security capability

• Advanced Scheduling in Scheduled Tasks

• Require either Application or Crash 

consistent copies

External - Copy 

Services Manager 

(SGC1/2)

Internal - Spectrum 

Virtualize Scheduler 

(SGC2 – 3Q22)

External - Spectrum 

Copy Data Management 

(SGC1)

Provides 

• Crash consistent copies

• Database independent

Internal Scheduler be a good choice when:

• Do not want to manage an external VM

• Customer OK to setup policies on each 

Spectrum Virtualize solution

• Crash consistency is sufficient

• No need for advanced scheduling

• No need for Dual Control

Provides 

• Application consistent copies or 

• Crash consistent copies

• Database dependent

CDM be a good choice when:

• Utilize end-to-end anomaly scan solution 

IBM Spectrum Sentinel

• Driven by App Admin vs Storage Admin

• Require either Application or Crash 

consistent copies 

• No need for advanced scheduling options

• No need for Dual Control capability



Spectrum Virtualize Safeguarded Copy – Orchestration - CSM

Application Support:

“Application / Database agnostic and custom script support”

• Application consistency provided through custom scripts

Typical User:

• Storage Administrator managing one or multiple IBM storage systems

• Applicable for FC1/FC2 and SGC1/SGC2

Crash or Application Consistent point in time copies

Replication:

• Metro Mirror / Global Mirror for DS8000 and FlashSystem, SVC

• Z HyperSwap

• PowerHA HyperSwap (AIX and IBM i)

• Automatic Active/Passive CSM database

Restore:

• Restore to production

• Recovery volume

• User can map volume to host separately

IBM Copy Services Manager

Notifications:

• SNMP traps

• Email

Installable across platforms:

• AIX, z/OS, Linux, Z Linux, Windows, VMware, DS8000 HMC

Scheduling:

• Advanced Scheduler – if/then/else workflows

• One CSM instance provides actions across multiple sessions (multi 

actions) and storage arrays

Cloud:

• SV4PC and Azure

• Has been deployed in other cloud environments

Automation:

• Rest API 

• CLI

• Ansible



Spectrum Virtualize Safeguarded Copy – Orchestration – Internal

Application Support:

“Application / Database agnostic”

Typical User:

• Storage Administrator managing one or multiple IBM storage 

systems

• Policies setup on each individual FlashSystem/SVC

• Applicable with FC2 (2Q22) / SGC2 (3Q22)

Crash Consistent point in time copies

• Predefined or custom policies

Restore:

• Restore to separate production volumes

• Recovery volume

• User can map volume to host separately

Spectrum Virtualize Internal  Scheduler

Notifications:

• Alerts when snapshots fail

Installation:

• None required as it is embedded in Spectrum Virtualize s/w

Scheduling:

• Basic scheduler

Cloud:

• SV4PC with Azure as of R8.5.2



Spectrum Virtualize Safeguarded Copy – Orchestration - SCDM

Notifications:

• Email

Installable across platforms:

• OVA: VMware Virtual Machine

Scheduling:

• Advanced if/then/else workflows only possible through 

custom external scripts

Integrated Anomaly scan engine:

• Third Party

Automation:

• Rest API 

Spectrum Copy Data Management 

Application Support:

“Turn key application consistency support for these applications”

• InterSystems Cache/IRIS and SAP HANA with anomaly scan 

(Spectrum Sentinel)

• Oracle

• SAP HANA

• SQL

• VMware

Typical User:

• Application Administrator (DBA, QA testers, development)

• Self-service backups across IBM and non-IBM storage 

• Dev/Test create your own backup on demand

• Applicable for FC1/SGC1

Integrated Application or Crash consistent point in time copies

Replication:

• Manual backup of CDM database

Restore:

• Instant restore to production includes application dependencies 

and mount of file system

• Recovery volume
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Thank  you!
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Accelerate with IBM Storage Technical Webinar Series - Survey

Please take a moment to share your feedback with our team!

You can access this 6-question survey via Menti.com with code 2628 0279 or

Direct link https://www.menti.com/t4hii66ky8

Or

QR Code

When the webinar ends, you may see the following:

Clicking on the Continue button will take you to the survey.

http://menti.com/
https://www.menti.com/t4hii66ky8

